
DUBAI VIRTUAL AIRSHOW 
2018 – PROCEDURES 

Start of Show (Fly In) 

All spectators must arrive at OMDW by 1750Z. No aircraft 

are permitted to enter the airspace after that time. From 

1755Z, no departures from the airspace will be permitted. 

Aircraft not wanting to fly in must spawn at a gate in the 

North East of OMDW and push back to vacate their gate 

immediately. They must then proceed to the terminal 

area (North West of the field). All spectators must be in a 

Cessna 172 Skyhawk, Cessna 208 Caravan or TBM930. 

Recommended Fly-In departure airport are OMDB and 

OMAA, both of which will have ATC provided on Discord. 

Start of Show (Opening Ceremony) 

At 1800Z, the allocated performance team to conduct the 

opening ceremony will spawn in and immediately push 

back for the departure runway. After departure, they will 

perform their show, before landing and despawning as 

soon as they exit the runway.  



 

Main Show & Static Displays 

The main show will begin at 1810Z. For the duration of the 

Main Show, the following procedures will be followed; 

The aircraft must spawn into their gate(s) in the North 

East of the Field 5 minutes before their allocated 

performance time and immediately push back and taxi 

for the runway in use. After the previous performance has 

exited the runway, they must promptly enter the runway 

and depart. After their show, they must land and 

despawn as soon as they exit the runway.  

Static Displays of VA Aircraft will be on show at the North 

West of OMDW for the duration of the show. Feel free to 

look around and take some size comparison screenshots, 

but don’t go inside/under them. 

End of Show (Closing Ceremony) 

At 1800Z, the allocated performance team to conduct the 

opening ceremony will spawn in and immediately push 

back for the departure runway. After departure, they will 

perform their show, before landing and despawning as 

soon as they exit the runway.  



End of Show (Fly Out) 

Aircraft will be permitted to depart after the Closing 

Ceremony aircraft have landed. All spectators must be in 

a Cessna 172 Skyhawk, Cessna 208 Caravan or TBM930. 

Recommended Fly-Out arrival airports are OMDB and 

OMAA, both of which will have ATC provided on Discord. 

ATC 

Air Traffic Control (ATC) will be provided on Discord for 

as much of the show as possible. If you would like to 

become a Controller, please PM @Velocity23 on Discord. 

See the discord server (https://discord.gg/eRxTqnS) sfor 

more info.  

https://discord.gg/eRxTqnS

